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ABSTRACT

Public procurement has a significant impact on economic development in regions and localities. Previous research in the UK has focused on variations in government spending across regions, the effects of competitive tendering processes and EU State Aid rules on regional economies. Empirical studies of procurement at the level of local authorities have received less attention. Increasing pressure to be “efficient and effective” in use of public resources can contradict the need to support local communities particularly through a period of economic downturn. Until recently, there has been a paucity of relevant data at a local level to examine the impacts of procurement. This paper analyses the combined patterns of spend of eight Local Authorities in the County of Cumbria in North West England. The characteristics of the supply base are investigated using a two stage survey of businesses that secure local authority contracts. Results show the characteristics of suppliers and their level of dependency on local authority contracts. Managers’ evaluation of the advantages and disadvantages of contracting with the public sector are also analysed. The findings suggest that many SMEs in Cumbria rely upon local authority contracts for business stability. The interviews confirm the vulnerability of SMEs to the current trend towards more formal approaches to public procurement and the use of a narrow definition of ‘value for money’. The paper concludes by considering the implications of the findings for the extent to which local authorities have retained a capacity to act to support local economic development.
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INTRODUCTION

The spatial patterns of public expenditure and government procurement have a significant impact on contemporary economic and social development in localities and regions. In recognition of this, the use of government contracting to achieve wider socio-economic benefits for communities and regions has precedents in many different contexts (McCruden 2004). These include government procurement practices designed to link contracts to generate competitive markets (Caldwell et al 2006), to promote “green” environmental policies as well as achieving social objectives. Examples of this practice can be found in a wide variety of contemporary contexts including the use of “social clauses” in the award of public contracts in many European countries, South Africa and in the United States (MCCrudden 2004).

In the UK, there has been particular attention given to variations in government spending across regions and the effects of competitive tendering processes and EU State Aid rules on regional economies (Pinch et al 2000, Bennett 2006; Fothergill, 2006). There is also a wider debate concerning the use of public resources in general to achieve balanced regional growth. As Mackay (2001, 2003) has argued, spatial imbalance leads to high inflationary pressure on the national economy and therefore public spending above tax in some regions to rectify this has an economic rationale. This call for a return to “Post-Keynesian” approaches to managing the economy now has a much sharper focus as governments consider the role of local authorities in ameliorating the impacts of recession in their communities. It remains the case, however, that procurement professionals are increasingly faced with demands that are often contradictory. One of these contradictions concerns the juxtaposition of “value for money” and the efficiency of procurement processes alongside the emerging requirement to support local employment and SMEs in particular as part of government’s approach to “sustainable communities” (Caldwell et al 2006; Erridge 2007; Loader 2007, Morgan 2008).

Increased complexity to decision-making in the procurement process can be viewed as one outcome of a well documented trend towards new public sector management embodying attempts to make managers more accountable for “efficient and effective” use of public resources (Glynn and Murphy 1996; Osborne 2002; Skelcher et al 2003). However, these changes may have intended (and unintended) consequences for local and regional economies. This paper examines these issues using recent research conducted on businesses involved in providing goods and services to local authorities within the County of Cumbria in North West England.

PUBLIC PROCUREMENT AND REGIONAL ECONOMIES IN THE UK

Public procurement in general accounts for a significant proportion of demand for goods and services, in the European as well as in the UK economy. According to the Commission of European Communities (2008), the market for public procurement in the Member States amounted to some €1,800 billion in 2006, corresponding to 16% of EU GDP. In the UK estimates vary, but recent studies suggest that public sector purchasing and contracting accounts for between 11 and 18 percent of GDP (cited in Office of Fair Trading 2004) and in some sectors and markets this figure is likely to be much higher (e.g. products and services supplied to health and education providers). Public procurement also accounts for a significant proportion of public expenditure. Recent estimates indicate that the public sector spends £125bn annually on the purchase of goods and services (HM Treasury 2007, p.1).

It is also widely recognised that public expenditure in regions and sub-regions represents a highly significant direct input into the economies that sustain communities across the UK (McLean 2003). Public Expenditure statistics published by HM Treasury and reported in Table 1 indicate that delivery of public services in the North West Region accounts for about
£44bn of revenue during the financial year 2003-4 alone (HM Treasury 2005). This figure comes second on the list after London which, in part reflects the fact that the North West is the second most populated of the nine English Regions. Recent attempts to map this spend down to the sub-regional level identified at least £2.1bn of expenditure within Cumbria during the same year (CRED 2006). The resources used in the delivery of public services are therefore substantial, but there is relatively little systematic information concerning the pattern of use of this resource and its impacts on local economies (Connolly 2004).

TABLE 1 HERE

Procurement: value for money and efficiency criteria

The scale of public procurement in the UK has led policymakers at national level to introduce measures designed to improve public procurement processes in terms of the quality of service, value for money and efficiency. Following a review of Civil Procurement in Central Government (Gershon 1999), the UK Treasury established the Office for Government Commerce (OGC) to deliver efficiency savings in public procurement. The broad objectives of OGC were further emphasised in the Gershon Report (2004) ‘Releasing resources to the frontline: Independent review of public sector efficiency’ set down objectives for public sector spending reforms to develop greater efficiency savings within Departmental Expenditure Limits (DEL). Central Government recommendations in the 2003 budget paved the way for the review by investigating: ‘…new ways of providing departments, their agencies and other parts of the public sector with incentives to exploit opportunities for efficiency savings, and also release resources for front line service delivery’; (Gershon Report 2004, p. 5).

Gershon (2004) also highlighted the extent of fragmentation in public sector procurement and how this may impede efficiency savings. The clear implication was the need for more effective supply chain management including, for instance, effective use of framework contracts in regional consortia. There was also recognition of other potential barriers to improvement in procurement processes including aversion to risk taking in the public sector, lack of professional skills specific to the procurement process, budgetary constraints and resource limitations to develop innovation. This range of issues had also previously been identified specifically in the context of local government procurement in England (Byatt 2001).

The basic principle underpinning public policy towards procurement processes has recently been restated in a treasury document entitled “Transforming Government Procurement” (HM Treasury 2007). Good procurement is defined in terms of getting “good value for money” buying products that are “fit for purpose” and taking account of the “whole life cost” of products and services. The achievement of “value for money” has been a particular point of debate that has been linked with the benefits thought to be derived from outsourcing and competitive tendering. However, it has also been recognised for that the role of partnerships in local development has shifted some forms of contracting towards longer term arrangements particularly in instances where increased out-sourcing of core service delivery has occurred (Czepiel 1990).

Procurement and supporting local communities

Loader (2007) has argued that the evolution of policies in the UK has led to a highly complex procurement environment where practitioners are faced with a wide range of demands placed upon procurement systems to achieve multiple goals. In addressing social-economic goals alongside “value for money” criteria, various barriers for SMEs in public procurement can be identified including a widely-held belief that larger companies will provide a more competitive supply of goods and services. SMEs are disadvantaged by the increase in scale of contracts generated by the practice of “bundling” of contracts and supply rationalisation. There are also significant barriers for small businesses created by increase levels of bureaucracy and
lengthy contract documents that increasingly include pre-tender registration with no automatic guarantee of success in contracting.

Discussions surrounding the role of public procurement in supporting the achievement of the “sustainable communities” agenda have strong resonance with previous debates surrounding the social costs associated with the implementation of specific public policies. An accounting framework, for instance, that includes the costs of business failure and the potential leakage of work out of local economies might lead to quite different decisions regarding the retention of SMEs as suppliers of goods and services. This point is reinforced considerably by the fact that previous studies of business linkages show that SMEs have a strong tendency to purchase locally. Loader (2007) illustrates various attempts by public sector organisations on Teesside to balance the requirement for “value for money” with wider socio-economic objectives for communities. These include facilitating small firms in consortia in order to generate scale economies and interventions to improve the use of e-procurement. Loader’s findings, however, tend to confirm previous studies that a narrow interpretation of “value for money” in awarding public sector contracts is tending to work against the small supplier.

Despite arguments in favour of supporting local communities through regional and local public procurement processes, Morgan (2008) has noted a lack of awareness of the role that public authorities could play in addressing unbalanced regional economic performance. He also suggests that this is a particular problem in the UK where the public sector “is only now beginning to appreciate the potential of public procurement” (p.1245). Unlike many other European national governments, Morgan suggests that the UK public sector has tended to adopt a less flexible interpretation of EU procurement rules on open competition for contracts. Similar issues also surround interpretation of European State Aid rules that affect not only the ways in which public authorities disburse EU Funds but also national funding for regional development. These rules have been described by Fothergill (2006) as “labyrinthine” and open to varied interpretations. He argues that “EU member states need the flexibility to address their own regional problems in their own way, without undue interference” p. 22).

SURVEY OF PUBLIC SECTOR SUPPLIERS IN CUMBRIA

One of the difficulties in assessing the impact of public sector procurement on business concerns the paucity of relevant data at a local level. As has been demonstrated above, there is aggregate data on the level of public spending on procurement and also breakdown of the types of purchases made. Attempts to improve local data sources have been made through the development of a database of contracts awarded and stored on the Spikes Cavell database. There is very useful information in this database which contains partial coverage of the names and invoice addresses of companies awarded contracts from various public bodies including all the local authorities within our case study area of Cumbria. However, there is no detailed information on the characteristics of these businesses in general and even invoice addresses can be misleading as a proxy for business location. For these reasons, a survey of suppliers to Local Authorities in the County of Cumbria in North West England was conducted to investigate some of the implications of recent policy initiatives affecting public procurement in the UK (See Figure 1).

The use of Cumbria as a case study area arose out of specific interest in this issue in the County which led to commissioning of a research project involving the authors. However, there are particular characteristics in Cumbria that give this study wider relevance. First, as in many other areas of the UK with two-tier local government, local authority structures are

---

1 http://www.spikescavell.net/the-observatory. Spikes Cavell operate an online database containing expenditure data of more than 500 local authorities, universities, colleges, central & civil government departments, police forces and other public sector bodies nationwide. We are grateful to the Cumbria Procurement Initiative for allowing access to this source of information.

2 CRED (2007) “Impacts of Local Authority Procurement on the Cumbrian Economy” Centre for Regional Economic Development, University of Cumbria. Research Report Commissioned by Cumbria Procurement Initiative
quite fragmented. There are six local authority districts as well as the County Council and the situation is made more complex still by the presence of the Lake District National Park Authority (LDNPA) which overlaps with four of the District Authorities. Partly for this reason, there is interest in exploring the potential for joint commissioning of services in order to address “value for money” criteria in public procurement. It is evident that this shift in procurement practice may pose threats for the long-standing relationships between individual local authorities and locally-based SMEs. Secondly, the experience of public procurement in Cumbria has relevance for many other sub-regions of the UK that are characterised by a mix of small free-standing towns, many still with a significant industrial base, located within a largely rural area. It might be expected, for instance, that the trend towards larger consolidated public contracts will lead to the award of contracts to national specialist firms that tend to be located in more urbanised areas of the country.

[FIGURE 1 HERE]

Survey Method

Postal questionnaires were sent to suppliers to Cumbria County Council as well as the six District authorities and the Lake District National Park followed by in-depth interviews with a selected number of businesses. The survey was designed a) to identify the characteristics of businesses that supply these local authorities; b) to assess the level of dependence on local authority customers; c) to examine the advantages and disadvantages for businesses in contracting with the public sector and d) to document recent experiences of contracting with local authorities in Cumbria.

The target businesses were identified using information on Spikes Cavell database which contains names of suppliers who had contracted with Cumbrian Local Authorities in the 12 months period ending November 2006. In total, this source reveals an aggregate annual contract value of £374m which is a very substantial amount of spending within a sub-regional economy the size of Cumbria (See Table 2). This data also reveals the significance of the expenditure of the County Council (£251m) which represented 67 percent of the total amount. The aggregate figure is also likely to be considerably higher than this as the data does not account for capital projects funded through private finance initiatives (PFIs). The survey focused only on businesses awarded contracts worth at least £20,000 and covering £236m of the spend. It was administered between December 2006 and February 2007. At the end of this process, a total of 276 completed questionnaires were obtained representing an overall response of 18 percent. Comparisons with the structure of the overall population showed no obvious forms of bias in response in terms of size of firm or by product type.

(TABLE 2 HERE)

Characteristics of public sector suppliers

The survey responses provide a description of the characteristics of business that contract with local authorities in Cumbria. Table 3 shows the geographical distribution of business premises. In the replies overall, there are 152 located in the County and 124 elsewhere. Of those within Cumbria, a high proportion are based either in the largest concentration of population in the Carlisle area (55) or dispersed across several locations in the County (44). Outside Cumbria, business addresses linked to Cumbrian contracts are very widely dispersed. The data also reveal that more than a half of respondents have their headquarters within Cumbria and a further 16 percent located elsewhere in the North West.

(TABLE 3 HERE)
The survey included questions regarding type of ownership (Figure 2a). The results show that the most common type of supplier to Cumbrian Local Authorities are small independently owned businesses operating from one location (190 in the sample). This contrasts with 65 suppliers operated by larger companies with an HQ outside the County and a further 12 larger businesses with their HQ based in Cumbria. This pattern is as might be expected and confirms the fact that the purchasing decisions of Local Authorities in Cumbria provide contracts for a large number of SMEs within the local area. This finding is made even more strikingly by responses to questions on levels of turnover (Figure 2b). Around one quarter of respondents indicated that their turnover is less than £100,000 per annum while more than a half indicated less than £500,000. This tends to confirm the current significance of Local Authority procurement in sustaining many small businesses. By comparison, only nine respondent businesses report an annual turnover higher than £5m.

[FIGURE 2 HERE]

[TABLE 4 HERE]

Table 4 shows the number of suppliers across different products and markets. Construction (78) and General Consultancy and Business Services (72) are the most numerous categories followed by Social Care (33) and Transport Services (36). The ‘Miscellaneous’ category covers all the remaining products or services suppliers which individually have low representation in our survey. In combination, however, this is the third largest category (57). While construction has marginally more small businesses than other sectors and larger suppliers are slightly more common in general consultancy and miscellaneous services, these small differences are not sufficient to register statistical significance.

There are, however, significant differences in the type of firm and decision-making in different sectors (Table 5). Suppliers that are parts of larger groups are more common in Transport Services and Consultancy & Business Services compared to Social Care and Construction. These contrasts are even more marked when comparing headquarters’ location between sectors. In particular, there is higher propensity for Consultancy & Business Services to be provided by firms with head offices outside Cumbria. The same association is found by comparing levels of local decision-making autonomy across sectors.

These differences in local authority procurement between sectors may to some extent reflect the industrial structure and business size-structure of Cumbria and the “purchasing potential” in the local economy. More specialist services (as in some types of consultancy) may not be provided locally in the County, while other services (such as construction) are well represented with long associations between firms in local networks. In construction, there are also large providers of such services with head offices in Cumbria due to historic factors in the evolution of businesses in the County. Social care appears more unusual in that provider units are dispersed and relatively small scale but many are, in fact, owned and managed by larger companies with head offices outside the County.

[TABLE 5 HERE]

Levels of dependency on local authority contracts

A key aspect of public procurement in Cumbria concerns the level of dependency of businesses – particularly smaller locally owned firms – on Local Authority contracts. Figure 2c shows that levels of dependency on public sector contracts vary considerably across the sample. The distribution is also slightly bi-modal in that a significant minority of businesses (42) rely on the public sector for over three-quarters of total turnover, while the level of dependency is below 50 percent for most other firms.
As regards dependency on public sector contracts specifically in Cumbria, the levels are generally lower (see Figure 2d), indicating that many companies that contract with Cumbrian authorities also conduct business with Local Authorities elsewhere. This is confirmed in Figure 2e which shows that while 83 businesses only work for Cumbrian Authorities, most have public sector clients outside the County and a significant number (90) have more than 20 such clients. The overall picture appears to suggest that relatively few respondent businesses are totally dependent upon contracts from Cumbrian local authorities, but even so, for most businesses this is a significant part of their overall customer base.

Respondents also indicated the length of time they have been involved in contracting with Cumbrian Authorities. While some respondents had only a few years experience of such contracts, over half (147 or 53%) had worked for Cumbrian authorities for over ten years, and in 71 cases longer than 20 years (Figure 2f). This suggests that contracting arrangements currently in practice in Cumbria have evolved in the context of long-standing networks and trust relationships between businesses and authorities that have been tested over time.

**Patterns of purchasing of public sector suppliers**

Respondents were asked to indicate what proportion of their expenditure involves suppliers and subcontractors in Cumbria. The results indicate a very strong bi-modal distribution (see figure 3). Many suppliers and contractors surveyed appear to do almost all of their purchasing and subcontracting in Cumbria, while many others seem to be involved in remarkably little local purchasing. The polarity in these responses was tested to see which factors correlate with variations in levels of local spend. The difference in terms of business size *per se* is not strong and the test statistic is not significant. However, there is a very strong association between location of head office and pattern of purchasing. As might be expected, suppliers and contractors to local authorities with head offices within the County have a much greater propensity to purchase locally. In contrast, companies with head offices outside the County tend to purchase elsewhere. This finding tends to confirm the significance of “locally-owned” businesses in retaining work on public sector contracts with the local community.

[FIGURE 3 HERE]

**Respondents’ experience of public sector contracting**

Business managers were asked for their assessment of the experience of conducting work for local authorities across a range of criteria. Respondents were asked to indicate from a given list the main advantages and disadvantages of working with public sector clients (Figures 4 and 5). The most commonly identified advantages were “provides long-term business” (200) and “payments are made on time” (152). This implies that many businesses regard public sector contracts as a means of providing their business overall with relatively stable sources of revenue over a longer period of time than usually applies to work in the private sector. Replies also indicate that managers believe that a public sector contract “improves the company reputation” (105) and that “risks are lower” (100) with such clients. As regards the disadvantages, the two most common complains related to “high levels of bureaucracy” (160) and “length of time taken to prepare contracts” (98).

[FIGURE 4 HERE]

[FIGURE 5 HERE]

The experience of involvement in contracting with Cumbrian public sector contracting may, of course, vary depending on the types of goods and services and the characteristics of businesses. Table 6 shows correlations between the responses to advantages (disadvantages) and other aspects of businesses. This analysis shows that the responses to
perceived advantages and disadvantages of working with public sector clients are not randomly distributed between types of business, rather some types of business are more likely to respond in particular ways. In particular, SMEs and suppliers located in Cumbria are significantly more likely to identify “long term business”, “payment are made on time” and “lower risks” as advantages of working with public sector clients compared to firms in general. This tends to support the conclusion that the long term security of many SMEs in Cumbria depends on contracts with the Local Authorities. As regards the disadvantages, it is interesting to note that overall there are far fewer significant differences between firms of different size and ownership. This may partly be explained by the fact that current government policies towards procurement may have led to standardised practices in terms of bureaucracy. The one significant association however relates to the tendency for businesses with larger numbers of public sector clients outside Cumbria to highlight “too much time in preparing contracts” as a particular disadvantage.

**[TABLE 6 HERE]**

**FINDINGS FROM IN-DEPTH INTERVIEWS WITH LOCAL AUTHORITY SUPPLIERS**

As a follow-up to the questionnaire survey, a number of firms were approached to take part in in-depth interviews. The purpose of these interviews was to provide a means of documenting recent experiences of contracting with local authorities and to explore the implications of changes in procurement practices for SMEs in particular. Ten interviews were conducted with a range of different types of business including at least two representatives form each major sector (construction, business and professional services, care homes and construction). The interview also included examples of local SMEs and larger firms with HQs both within and outside Cumbria.

**Contracting with Cumbrian Local Authorities**

The replies to the postal questionnaire survey indicate that virtually all suppliers and subcontractors to Cumbrian Authorities combine this with work for private sector customers. Furthermore, for the majority of respondents, contracts with Cumbrian Authorities actually account for less than half of their total turnover. Superficially, this finding seems to imply that most businesses have relatively low levels of dependency on these contracts. The interviews, however, raised many points that would question this conclusion particularly as it applies to small independent companies.

There are still some businesses (care homes, for instance) where income from the public sector is dominant. For others where perhaps one third of income is derived from Local Authorities, these contracts provide an important degree of stability of income over time that is vital for business planning. For several small transport providers, for instance, “school runs” involve contracts awarded for periods of years around which it is possible to bid for work in the private sector (school trips, private hires). In other cases, contracts with Local Authorities are vital to enable businesses to work all-year-round; the numbers of school trips and visits, for instance, tend to decline in the winter months which might cause problems with continuity of employment and income. These examples indicate that the significance of public sector contracts for business survival cannot simply be measured in terms of proportion of turnover. This conclusion is also supported by the postal questionnaire which shows that “provides long term business” is the single most commonly identified advantage of working for the public sector.

There was widespread comment on the nature of the tendering processes currently used by Cumbrian Authorities. Most described a process that is competitive involving one-off, closed and fixed price bids. Around this common feature, there are many variations in terms of contract length, types of information required and the use of “pre-selection” tender lists. Many of these differences reflect different practices in sectors and the varied characteristics
of services (care homes linked to Social Service, transport linked to schools and the LEA, construction work contracted via Capita).

Interviewees were asked to comment on their experience of the tendering process with Local Authorities. Most businesses had worked for Cumbrian authorities for many years and were presumably accustomed to dealing with the level of bureaucracy involved in bidding for contracts. While there was general recognition that formal processes were important for transparency and accountability in use of public funds, most questioned the appropriateness of some procedures.

'The information they ask for is odd at times ….. out-of-date specifications. They ask for details that will never be used. The price of spares that, these days, will never need replacing' (General Manager - Large transport company)

'The bureaucracy is large, but not specific enough to the product' (Chief Executive – Large business services company)

Decisions can be ‘overridden by … the need to justify decisions via the bureaucracy. This introduces criteria that are irrelevant’ (Company Owner – Small independent transport company)

These comments suggest that for some businesses, there is a perception that some information is gathered and then not used for any obvious purpose. Some interviewees also expressed views on the apparent levels of co-ordination and timing of issuing tenders. Several noted that invitations to tender arrive in large numbers in short periods of time which makes it difficult to respond in a timely fashion and may actually reduce the quality of bids received.

'Tendering process seems rather uncoordinated. They send out tender forms all at once and give us only four weeks to respond’ (General Manager - Large transport company)

'Tender documents seem to arrive all at once in May…nothing for the past three months and then ten at once. This makes it difficult to respond’ (Purchasing Manager – Large construction company)

In some cases, the reasons for these peaks and troughs were understood, as for instance with contracts to carry out building work on schools during school holidays. However, others noted this pattern and could offer no justifiable explanation and suggested a lack of coordination as one possible reason.

'The way the Council(s) do this is not joined up. Different parts of the system tend to work independently’ (Purchasing Manager – Large construction company)

It was clear from replies that businesses are very aware of their competitive position with regard to winning public sector contracts. There was a widespread perception particularly across transport, construction and professional services that Cumbrian Authorities (and the public sector in general) tend to be much more focused on price as a selection criterion compared to private sector clients. This was expressed in a variety of ways:

'Price is the key variable' (Company Owner – Small independent transport company)

'Price is the key factor. Local Authorities are just price-orientated' (General Manager - Large transport company)

'The main information they ask about is always the price’ (Company Owner - Small construction company)
‘They may check other things – flexibility, capabilities, responsiveness, but the key factor is price’ (Purchasing Manager – Small independent professional services company)

‘Price is the key factor …. The public sector generally is too price-focussed’ (General Manager - Large transport company)

These comments could easily be dismissed, perhaps, as predictable complaints that simply reflect the widespread use of competitive tendering in Local Authority contracting. However, some interviewees were able to elaborate on these points using comparisons with their private sector experience. Several interviewees argued, for instance, that over-emphasis on price arises in some situations because those involved in decisions on procurement are not necessarily the end-users of the service or product. As a consequence, for some types of purchase there may be a lack of technical knowledge of the product or service which makes it difficult to judge ‘quality’. In the absence of this knowledge, the purchaser may fall back on ‘price’ as a ‘reasonable’ way of justifying a decision.

‘They do not have the expertise to make the decision, so tend to fall back on price or low cost. Best value is not understood. Price, cost and value are misunderstood. Cheapest is not necessarily best value’ (Purchasing Manager – Large construction company)

‘Local Authorities tend to misunderstand value for money because they are not specialists. It is easiest to measure things in pounds’ (Purchasing Manager – Small independent professional services company)

‘Councils talk about best value but measure it in price. The concept of added value is missing’ (Chief Executive – Large business services company)

In some instances, interviewees made a distinction between their relationships with users of products or services and the way in which users interact with the bureaucracy that supports procurement. In most cases, the former do know what products and services are required and have knowledge to make judgements about the purchase. There is a perception, however, that these end-users are not sufficiently involved in the detail of decision-making and the award of contracts and that this may lie behind some of the outcomes discussed above on the relationship between price and value. Some of these points were made with comparisons to the private sector:

‘The end-user of our service is the school – the head teacher knows that we know their buildings. The client is the school as well, not just the Local Authority’ (Company Owner - Small construction company)

‘In the early stages, we may be approached by the user who knows what they want. By the time it goes through the system, it comes out as something else…We do not get this problem with the private sector. We deal directly with people who know what they want’ (Company Owner – Small transport service company)

‘The bureaucracy is large, but not specific enough to the product. Links in the chain of departments introduces errors and misunderstandings. There needs to be more involvement with users’ (Chief Executive – Large business services company)

Finally, businesses remarked on the influence of political factors and public accountability on purchasing decisions. For some, there is a perception that the tendency to emphasise price in decision-making is also influenced by these factors. These include the possibility that decisions made on ‘price’ may be easier to justify to public fund-holders. The way in which public funding operates can also convey an impression that Local Authorities ‘do not know exactly what they want’.
‘Professional judgements sometimes appear to be overridden by other factors, including the need to justify decisions via the bureaucracy. This introduces criteria that seem irrelevant…… Projects can also change because funding rules change rather than use reasons’ (Chief Executive – Large business services company)

**Purchasing strategy, local supply and supplier development**

Finally in the discussions, interviewees were asked to comment on changes over time and their awareness of issues surrounding public procurement and supplier development. Overall, interviewees had very low awareness of the Government’s public sector procurement agenda nationally or regionally and the potential for change in procurement practices in future. This reaction from interviewees tends to support the conclusion that these businesses have not been greatly affected by changes in procurement practice in recent years and were not anticipating major changes in the near future.

When prompted on issues concerning the likelihood of competition from larger national companies in future, managers of SMEs believed that this was not of immediate concern. Only one (construction) company noted that bigger contractors ‘have taken a lot out of the system and tend to work with architects in Preston and Manchester’. Several questioned whether large national firms could provide a better service using arguments derived from their perceptions of their own source of local competitiveness.

*The Councils may think that they ‘get better service from a bigger company. I do not know why they think so’*(Purchasing Manager – Small independent professional services company)

‘We are already in competition with larger firms – big corporates – but if you go that way, there is a loss of corporate memory – big firms coming in lack understanding of local area’ (Chief Executive – Large business services company)

‘Big national companies operate in a ‘hotel style’ – they have a different niche market than ours’ (Director – Care home)

As regards supplier development and retention of suppliers in Cumbria, the current practice of competitive tendering appears to generate a fairly ‘arms length’, competitive and adversarial environment between Cumbrian Authorities and their suppliers and subcontractors. Some interviewees made suggestions that might improve this process but stopped short of questioning the approach entirely; there seemed to be a general resignation that some form of competition is required and a degree of bureaucracy is necessary. Some of the improvements related to communication:

‘Whatever happened to ‘meet the buyer events’? Councils do not let people know what is required. There is poor communication of information’ (Chief Executive – Large business services company)

Others suggested that specification of products and services could be improved by introducing a two stage process and getting more interaction between supplier, purchasing system and end user:

‘A two-stage process …would result in better tailoring of contracts to requirements’ (Purchasing Manager – Small independent professional services company)

‘There needs to be more involvement with end users’ (Chief Executive – Large business services company)
In terms of procurement processes, interviews suggest that businesses of all types are experiencing an increase in formal bureaucratic procedures in tendering and delivery of contracts with a widening range of types of information required as part of bidding processes. This was frequently coupled with the observation that much of this additional bureaucracy involves information that appears to have little bearing on the ability of companies to deliver goods and services. The focus on ‘price’ as the key criteria in determining awards was also widespread. Managers also noted that the growth of complex procurement systems and procurement departments within public authorities can create a barrier between the supplier and the actual end-used of products and services. These observations can clearly be linked to the fact that Government policy in the UK is increasingly placing greater demands on public procurement to achieve objectives that go beyond the specific purpose of the transaction itself.

CONCLUSION

The empirical findings presented in this article illustrate some of the effects of current approaches to public sector management on businesses that seek to secure contracts for local authorities. It has been demonstrated that many SMEs in Cumbria rely upon these contracts for business stability and continuity in exchange for which owner-managers tend to tolerate high levels of bureaucracy. The interviews also tend to confirm the results of other recent studies that show the vulnerability of SMEs in local economies to the current trend towards more formal and transparent approaches to public procurement and an emphasis on a fairly narrow definition of ‘value for money’. This can be interpreted as one consequence of the paradigm shift that has affected public administration over the past 20 years or more in which traditional forms of purchasing based on informal systems and local trust relationships have been increasingly perceived as inefficient and ineffective. Hence, while government aspires to support locally-based SMEs, ‘other developments in procurement – such as collaboration and rationalisation of the supplier base – emphasise the narrower interpretation of ‘value for money’ and are working against the small supplier’ (Loader, 2007 p. 313).

The survey and interviews in this research in Cumbria confirm the dichotomy that exists between transactions based on contracting with locally-based firms dependent upon local knowledge networks and more formal regulation of larger scale contracts with national companies. Interviews with business managers also suggest that local SMEs generally tolerate increased levels of bureaucracy because of the benefits they derive in terms of business stability. Both the survey evidence and the follow-up interviews show that long-standing associations between particular local authorities and SMEs are still a significant form of contracting across a range of types of service. There is reason to presume this approach may be more prevalent in Cumbria compared to more urbanised parts of the North West Region. As has been noted, local authorities in Cumbria are fairly fragmented and the Districts are small in size and more likely to let contracts whose scale is appropriate to the operations of local SMEs. If this is the case, then the trend towards joint commissioning of services in the County and the primacy given to efficiency criteria in government may well pose a threat to these longer established business relationships.

This interpretation, however, tends to associate SMEs with local ‘informal’ approaches to contracting and assumes that larger national contracting is more structured and formalised needs tempering. Evidence in the survey suggests that SMEs are increasingly being drawn into more formal systems of tendering while the award of more complex formal contracts with national suppliers tends to operate via networks of contract service managers involved in bidding for contracts at local regional and national levels. As Reimer (1999) has suggested, this can be interpreted as a conflict between different social realms involving competing ideologies.

This emphasis has been driven also by ideological considerations that emphasise the desirability of outsourcing and the move towards a ‘leaner state’ which creates a tension
between the demands for continuous improvement in the efficiency of procurement processes alongside pressures to take into account a widening array of socio-economic impacts. Erridge (2007 p. 1024) argues that the potential for procurement to achieve the socio-economic goals of government 'has been restricted by an overemphasis on market-driven commercial goals, valuing economy and efficiency over social welfare and public value'. One response to this has been a tendency for procurement to operate in a risk-averse manner that places emphasis upon the adherence to increasingly complex sets of rules and regulations, an interpretation that seems consistent with the evidence presented in this article.

Finally, the question as to whether these observations in the context of a relatively remote rural area with small centres of population in Cumbria can be generalised needs to be considered. Reimer (1999) has noted that the earlier period of 'contracting out' was marked by large private firms concentrating bidding on more profitable contracts with larger authorities particularly in the South East region. These were then used by some to 'fund loss-leading contracts in northern regions' (p. 127). Given the relatively small size of local authorities and the fragmented structure in Cumbria, it is unlikely that the County was subjected to the same early interest from large national suppliers of goods and services as experienced in the larger more urbanised sub-regions. There are interesting questions to pursue in this regarding the socio-economic processes that lead to regional and sub-regional variations in the levels of penetration of local authority markets by large national suppliers. These variations also have consequences for other aspects of business change. Reimer (1999), for instance, notes that early phases of 'contracting out' from local authorities were accompanied by increased rates of acquisition as small firms were taken over by large businesses in their effort to develop capacity to deliver services in different regional markets. It remains to be seen whether the renewed attention given recently to efficiency criteria in determining the use of public resources poses further threats to SME markets for public sector contracts in peripheral areas of the UK.
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